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Abstract: Recently, multi-instance classification algorithm BP-MIP and multi-instance 
regression algorithm BP-MIR both based on neural networks have been 
proposed. In this paper, neural network ensemble techniques are introduced to 
solve multi-instance learning problems, where BP-MIP ensemble and BP-MIR 
ensemble are constructed respectively. Experiments on benchmark and 
artificial data sets show that ensembles of multi-instance neural networks are 
superior to single multi-instance neural networks in solving multi-instance 
problems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The notion of multi-instance learning was proposed by Dietterich et al. [2] 
in their investigation of drug activity prediction. In multi-instance learning, 
the training set is composed of many bags each containing many instances. 
If a bag contains at least one positive instance then it is labeled as a positive 
bag. Otherwise it is labeled as a negative bag. The labels of the training bags 
are known, but those of the training instances are unknown. The task is to 
learn something from the training set for correctly labeling unseen bags. Due 
to its unique characteristics and extensive applicability, multi-instance 
learning has been regarded as a new learning framework parallel to 
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning [4]. 

Recently, neural network based multi-instance classification algorithm 
BP-MIP [9] and regression algorithm BP-MIR [7] have been proposed, both 
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of which are derived from the popular BP algorithm [6] with a global error 
function defined at the level of bags instead of at the level of instances. 
Considering that ensemble learning has been used to significantly improve 
the generalization ability of several multi-instance learners [10], this paper 
proposes to build ensembles of multi-instance neural networks to solve 
multi-instance problems, where BP-MIP ensemble and BP-MIR ensemble 
are constructed respectively. Experiments on benchmark and artificial data 
sets show that ensembles of multi-instance neural networks are superior to 
single multi-instance neural networks in solving multi-instance problems. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes to build 
ensemble of BP-MIP. Section 3 proposes to build ensemble of BP-MIR. 
Finally, Section 4 concludes and indicates several issues for future work. 
Due to the page limitation, for more information about multi-instance 
learning, BP-MIP and BP-MIR, please refer to the literatures [7] and [8]. 

2. BP-MIP ENSEMBLE 

The Musk data is the only real-world benchmark test data for multi-
instance learning at present. There are two data sets, both of which are 
publicly available from UCI Machine Learning Repository. Characteristics 
of those two data sets are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Some characteristics of the Musk data 
Data set Muskl Musk2 
Dimensionality 
Number of bags 
Number of positive bags 
Number of negative bags 
Number of instances 
Average number of instance per bag 
Maximal number of instances in a bag 
Minimal number of instances in a bag 

Leave-one-out test is performed on each Musk data set. In detail, for N 
bags, one bag is used to test while the others are used to train a BP-MIP 
ensemble in a loop of Â  iterations. In each iteration, bootstrap sampling [3] 
is used to generate four training sets from the original training set and four 
versions of BP-MIP neural network are trained respectively on each 
generated training set. Together with the BP-MIP neural network trained on 
the original training set, a BP-MIP ensemble containing five versions of BP-
MIP neural network is constituted. The output of the BP-MIP ensemble 
under the test bag is determined by the outputs of its component BP-MIP 
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neural networks via majority voting. The final predictive accuracy is 
calculated as the total number of correctly labeled test bags divided by N. 

Table 2 compares the predictive accuracy of BP-MIP ensemble on the 
Musk data with those reported in the literatures. Configuration of component 
BP-MIP neural network is the same as that used in the literature [8]. 

Table 2. Comparison 

algorithm 

EM-DD ~ 
Iterated-discrim APR 
Citation-^NN 
Diverse Density 
RIPPER-MI 
BP-MIP ensemble 
BP-MIP 
Relic 
MULTINST 

of the predictive accuracy on the Musk data 

Muskl 
%correct 

96.8 
92.4 
92.4 
88.9 
88.0 
87.0 
83.7 
83.7 
76.7 

algorithm 

EM-DD 
Iterated-discrim APR 
Relic 
Citation-Ä:NN 
BP-MIP ensemble 
MULTINST 
Diverse Density 
BP-MIP 
RIPPER-MI 

Musk2 
%correct 

96.0 
89.2 
87.3 
86.3 
84.3 
84.0 
82.5 
80.4 
77.0 

Table 2 shows that BP-MIP ensemble performs better than BP-MIP on 
both Muskl and Muskl data sets. Furthermore, the performance of BP-MIP 
ensemble, i.e. 87.0% on Muskl and 84.3% on Muskl, is comparable to 
88.9% on Muskl and 82.5% on Muskl, i.e. the result achieved by Diverse 
Density [5], even though the architecture and parameters of component BP-
MIP neural networks have not been finely tuned. 

3. BP-MIR ENSEMBLE 

In 2001, Amar et al. [1] presented a method for creating artificial multi-
instance data. The same as BP-MIP ensemble, leave-one-out test is 
performed on artificial data sets. The output of the BP-MIR ensemble under 
the test bag is determined by the outputs of its component BP-MIR neural 
networks via simple averaging. On the other hand, through rounding the 
real-valued outputs of component BP-MIR neural networks to 0 or 1, the 
predictive error of the BP-MIR ensemble can also be evaluated. 

Due to the time limitation, we have only experimented on the data set LJ-
80.166.1. Configuration of component BP-MIR neural network is the same 
as that used in the literature [7]. Experiments show that, compared with 
those of BP-MIR, the squared loss of BP-MIR ensemble reduces from 
0.0487 to 0.0455 and the predictive error of BP-MIR ensemble reduces from 
18.48% to 11.96%, even though the architecture and parameters of 
component BP-MIR neural networks have not been finely tuned. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

BP-MIP and BP-MIR are two neural network based multi-instance 
algorithms designed respectively for classification and regression tasks. In 
this paper, BP-MIP ensemble and BP-MIR ensemble are constructed 
correspondingly through employing neural network ensemble techniques. 
Experiments on benchmark and artificial data sets show that ensembles of 
multi-instance neural networks are superior to single multi-instance neural 
networks in solving multi-instance problems. 

It is obvious that investigating better configurations of the component 
neural networks to further improve the generalization ability of BP-MIP 
ensemble and BP-MIR ensemble is an important issue to be explored in the 
near future. Furthermore, investigating other ensemble learning techniques 
to construct ensembles of multi-instance neural networks is another 
interesting issue for future work. 
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